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Welcome to issue Twenty-seven of The Blue Notebook

Pages not featured in his visual essay, record the lack of
electricity in the flat where he stayed, a baker who left
Afghanistan when his father, a Communist, threatened
by ISIS, fled to live in Birmingham, and Lehan’s futile
search for the gravestone of the artist Henri Rousseau.

Many thanks to our contributors for this issue. We have a
varied range of articles from Australia, the USA and UK,
as follows:
Ella Morrison's article Hand to page: touch, performance,
and the artist’s book presents a new phenomenological
method of analysing the inherent complexities of
the artist’s book. Using the work of Czech-born
Australian artist Petr Herel (1943-) as case study, it
argues the necessity of embracing the experience of the
encounter. To do so, it proposes a new interdisciplinary
methodology that combines tactile interpretation and
the use of first-person with reference to performance
theory, Surrealism and philosophy to analyse the book
as art object. Applying this methodology to the analysis
of Herel’s book I, I am a Blind Man: Three Poems (1999)
clearly demonstrates the possibility for an interpretation
of the artist’s book that is necessarily scholarly, subjective
and experiential. Rather than limiting analysis,
examining the experience of the encounter generates
room for critical engagement with the previously
ineffable, affective qualities of the artist’s book. By
proposing a contemporary and experimental approach
to the analysis of the artist’s book that combines touch
and use of the first-person, this methodology has larger
implications for other tactile and experiential objects that
sit uncomfortably within the canon.

Celebrating the 10th birthday of the imprint The Book
Tree Press, Lucy Roscoe reflects back on 10 years of
practice. What began as a postgraduate research project,
grew into an artist’s imprint, publishing sculptural books
which explore how the book form can be used to tell
stories, and questioning how these creations might be
published. Lucy reflects on the relationship between
making and her teaching practice, whilst considering
what the future might hold.

Altered Images: An interview with David Ferry, on the
occasion of the exhibition David Ferry: The Invader’s
Guide to the Museum (and other places) at the Grosvenor
Museum, Chester, UK, March - June 2019. Guest curator
Stephen Clarke (Lecturer in Critical and Contextual
Studies at the University of Chester) interviews the artist
about his work and influences, from his early childhood
in Blackpool, UK, to his later, long-term interests in
British farce, collage and printmaking.

The address for the PDF colour version of this issue is:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/tbn/x1856/45ce/tbn27.pdf

Thank you to Jane Cradock-Watson, Leonard McDermid,
Sylvia Waltering and Maria White for their artists’ pages.
Many thanks also to Chrystal Cherniwchan for the
wonderful Carrot and Stick cover, and the badge and
sticker designs for this issue.
Thanks to our referees, Dr Anne Béchard-Léauté
(France) Maria Fusco (UK) Susan Johanknecht (UK),
Jeff Rathermel (USA), Dr Paulo Silveira (Brazil) and
Ulrike Stoltz (Germany/Italy) for their ongoing peer
review duties and feedback to contributors.

And finally, many thanks to our readers for supporting
the publication of The Blue Notebook through your
subscriptions.
Sarah Bodman

Documenting Craft: A Discussion of Recordness in Book
Art by Robert Riter, explores how works of book art can
operate as documentary objects. Books that take as their
subject the processes of their creation can function as
book art records. These works can be used to make more
visible the elements that make up book practices. They
can also be collected as records that preserve the history
of the book arts. A discussion of recordness in book art
is provided through an examination of three works that
document hand papermaking, letterpress printing, and
bookbinding.
A spit roasted chicken, Metro tickets, the Plan of the
Cemetery at Bagneux, and a typewritten text feature in
the diary entries Daniel Lehan made during a recent
trip to Paris. These entries form part of - DAYPAGES - a
collaged diary he has kept daily since 23 February 2015.
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Figure 1: Petr Herel, Jorge Luis Borges (writer), I, I am a Blind Man: Three Poems, 1999, 17/20, Finlay Press,
Yabber Yabber Publications, Goulburn, New South Wales, Australia. Collection: National Library of Australia. nla.cat-vn4390018
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Hand to page: touch, performance, and the artist’s book

the first person to be adapted in academic writing, thus
providing informed examples of such interpretation from
learned individuals. A further problem resides in the
inadequacy of language itself. Stephen Harold Riggins
makes mention of language, especially in traditional art
historical discourse, as:

Ella Morrison
Conventional, objective analysis provides a limited
means for interpreting the artist’s book as it does not give
credence to the experience of the encounter with the art
object. The artist’s book is an aberrantly sensuous object affectively tactile. This argument presents the opportunity
to propose a combination of sensorial methodology
and performance theory to analyse the artist’s book.
Using the books of Czech-born Australian artist Petr
Herel (1943-) as case study, this article will conduct an
experimental tactile interpretation of the artist’s book,
demonstrating the possibility for a phenomenological
analysis of an affectively complex object that is scholarly,
subjective, and experiential. As Donald Preziosi reflects
upon art history: ‘…the present text is itself a palimpsest’
(Preziosi, 1989: xiii). The artist’s book demands a
necessary reassessment of the book as art object, through
a paradigm combining both empiricism and theory. This
article proposes an approach vital to the understanding
of Herel’s work and the artist’s book at large - a new
etching into the palimpsest of art history that necessarily
engages with language, poetry and emotion.

…the chief determinant in our conceptualization of the
world…It is not an unrelated fact that the ‘practice’ of
art history…has laid methodological emphasis upon
the written document…The idea of the work of art
itself as the essential document is often submerged in a
preoccupation with texts surrounding the production
and reception of art works (Riggins, 1994: 338).
This focus upon the scholarly written document as
validating a work of art makes it difficult to break
the mould using a more subjective tone. Again, the
adaptation of an academically informed emotive voice by
art historians and curators alike would contribute to the
validation of writing on the personal experience of art.
Subjective commentary has historically been dismissed
as unscientific or unscholarly, yet Herel’s books call for
this mode of engagement.4 As upcoming analysis will
demonstrate, the experience of the encounter is a valid,
and necessary, model for analysis.

It is interesting to note how readily one assumes the
reality of the story being told within a conventional
novel. The true reality in reading a book is the physical
encounter with a tangible book object. Instead, the book
is generalised as vehicle, a vessel for the story rather than
an object of direct engagement. It becomes an object
removed; a floating, displaced object; a thing once read.
The reader is willing to suspend disbelief and accept
the existence of a dragon fighting in the foothills of a
mystical land, and yet overlooks, often even forgets, the
reality of the book in hand which so readily exists. In
embracing a temporal and tactile experience, Herel’s
work challenges this convention by demanding that time
be spent encountering his books. His work reinstates the
tangible qualities of the book. To learn takes time, and
to look through one of Herel’s books, one must make the
effort to embrace time, to relish it.1

Using the experience of the encounter to engage with
Herel’s work is a special case for first person analysis.
The most difficult of the obstacles facing the
incorporation of the encounter into visual analysis is
the general aversion towards first person analysis in
art historical writing. The use of the first person in art
history, and indeed the greater humanities, is infrequent.5
When one acts against this tradition and puts oneself
at the centre of analysis, a more emotive interpretation
takes place. This is somewhat encouraged, or at the very
least acknowledged, in more literary-based studies.
Introducing a collection of essays describing encounters
with an artist or art figure, Kai Erikson writes:
In the very real sense…an encounter is an event in the
life of the person writing rather than an event in the life
of the person being written about. It has its location, as
it were, in the landscape of the writer’s own life. So it
should be no surprise that the writers of these pieces so
often place themselves at or near the centre of the scenes
they are describing (Erikson, 1989: xi).

Arguing an experiential method of interpreting Herel’s
work has its issues. Analysing a work of art with a
personal voice results in a subjective study. Each person
who encounters Herel’s books may have an entirely
different experience. In this sense, there is no single
answer.2 While a vast array of interpretive possibilities
should be celebrated, this volume of interpretation,
each comment as valuable as the last, makes the
communication and arrangement of research difficult.
E. D. Hirsch writes of the danger of ‘self-confirmability’,
in which a researcher becomes trapped within their own
interpretation.3 This demonstrates why it is necessary for

Such commentary acknowledges the unavoidable
presence of self during interpretation. The interaction at
its most basic is one between the viewer and the object.
When exploring art objects, priority is typically given to
formal and iconographical analysis. This is insufficient
for analysing Herel’s work and the artist’s book at large.
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Figure 2: Petr Herel, Jorge Luis Borges (writer), I, I am a Blind Man: Three Poems, 1999, 17/20, Finlay Press,
Yabber Yabber Publications, Goulburn, New South Wales, Australia. Collection: National Library of Australia.
nla.cat-vn4390018
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The argument the artist’s book makes for touch as an
important interpretive tool can be linked to the writing
of filmmaker and artist Jan Švankmajer (1934-).
Švankmajer’s interest in tactility is particularly
appropriate to a new understanding of Herel’s work due
to his status as a contemporary Czech Surrealist. From
the mid-1970s to the early 1980s, Švankmajer conducted
experiments exploring the relationship between touch
and imagination:

For Jorge Luis Borges (1899-1986), a key figure in
Herel’s pantheon of influences, the act of interpretation
is inherently subjective.6 To encounter one of Herel’s
works is to rediscover the qualities of the book and to
reassess one’s role as reader and viewer. Rather than
absorbing concrete information in a habitual manner,
the artist’s book exposes the need for the viewer to
become involved, both physically handling the work and
generating meaning from imagery and text that is often
ambiguous. The interpreter of the artist’s book needs
to consciously apply a subjective lens to make meaning
from the material in hand, adopting Borges’ perspective:
‘I know for a fact that we feel the beauty of a poem before
we even begin to think of a meaning’ (Borges, 2000: 2).
To not engage with the intimacy of the artist’s book, an
object that encourages the viewer to literally feel it, is to
deny a significant portion of its meaning. Borges writes
of the danger of distance:

The point of my experimentation…is to find out if touch
is capable of penetrating (as an independent sense) the
realm of art, and to what degree it is able to influence
and enrich it (Švankmajer, 2014: 82).
Such experimentation included asking participants to
identify objects hidden in a bag, only using their fingers,
and then engage in an automatic verbal response. These
results, along with Švankmajer’s observations and notes,
were compiled into a book, Touch and Imagination, with
five copies produced in 1983.8 Relevant to the idea of
the experiential object, Švankmajer noted: ‘The sense
of touch, which we are barely aware of in everyday life,
at times of psychic strain becomes hugely amplified’
(Švankmajer, 2014: xxi-xxii). This comment validates
the importance of analysing touch to the understanding
of the artist’s book and Herel’s practice - the aberrant
object, an object that can be unsettling and jarring
because it is simultaneously familiar and unfamiliar,
emphasises touch. Both acknowledging and discussing
this amplification of touch can greatly impact the way a
viewer critically engages with the artist’s book.

Whenever I dipped into books of aesthetics, I have had
an uncomfortable feeling that I was reading the works
of astronomers who never looked at the stars. I mean
that they were writing about poetry as if poetry were
a task, and not what it really is: a passion and joy
(Borges, 2000: 84).
Indeed, to disengage from emotive interpretation is
to not only deny the value of the encounter but also
to distance oneself from the opportunity to reflect
the personal act of creating the book with subjective
interpretation. As one cannot imagine the act of making
to be devoid of all feeling, one should not impose
such restrictions upon their study, enforcing a clinical
attitude upon analysis. Herel’s books, in their demand
for temporal and experiential engagement, argue the
importance of the academic ‘I’ - they make a strong case
for the scholarly first person.

The application of Švankmajer’s approach to touch is
also vital to this discussion because it validates the use of
experiential interpretation and written responses to the
art object. By asking participants to engage in automatic
response, many of the results in Touch and Imagination
are subjective and poetic, unrestrained by any perceived
necessity for academic formality.9 Švankmajer applied
this experiential writing style outside of the experiments,
as demonstrated by excerpts included in Touch and
Imagination from a ‘tactile diary’ the artist kept in the
early 1980s, documenting everyday tactile experiences
as a way of heightening self-awareness and aiding
an ‘immediate experience of the most banal actions’
(Švankmajer, 2014: 113). This diary engaged with first
person analysis, automatic response and a stream-ofconsciousness style encouraged by Surrealism. Not only
was Švankmajer conducting experiments to analyse
the experience of touch in art, he was also creating a
foundation from which experimental approaches to
experiential writing can justify their place within art
historical discourse.

Touch
Herel’s artists’ books present the argument for touch as
a significant interpretive tool. The sensory experience
of touch, the act of physical revelation, demands an
experiential investigation of the book as art object. It
is unfortunate that touch has become lost in standard
art historical analysis. Though conservation issues and
institutional policies dictate the prohibition of touch
in some contexts, it is irrational that the sensation has
become almost entirely overlooked in the analysis of the
object in art history.7 This is especially true in the case
of Herel’s practice, as his work is available in library and
personal collections that facilitate touch as part of the
encounter. Not only is touch a new method to analyse the
artist’s book, it is a method necessary to understanding.
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Figure 3: Petr Herel, Jorge Luis Borges (writer), I, I am a Blind Man: Three Poems, 1999, 17/20, Finlay Press,
Yabber Yabber Publications, Goulburn, New South Wales, Australia. Collection: National Library of Australia. nla.cat-vn4390018
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Herel’s work I, I am a Blind Man: Three Poems (1999) is
an exemplary case study for the necessity of touch when
analysing the experiential artist’s book. It contains three
poems by Borges exploring the loss of vision. The writer
himself suffered from gradual blindness in his fifties,
commenting: ‘Blindness is a confinement, but it is also a
liberation, a solitude propitious to invention, a key and
an algebra’ (Borges, 1979: 101). Instead of relying on his
eyes, the blind man relies on his other senses, including
touch. The first page of I, I am a Blind Man features the
Spanish title in bright red (Fig. 1). Underneath each
word is the English translation, however this typeface
is invisible, only embossed onto the page. The letters
are mere indents, making them difficult to see with the
naked eye and creating a sense of expansive negative
space. Instead, running my hand over the grooved shapes
reveals the words (Fig. 2). The page raises the question
of whether one can read with their hands. In this case, I
feel the translation rather than just visually scanning it.
This again relates to blindness and the process of reading
braille - finding meaning through touch. A following
page sees English in red and Spanish invisible. I search
for this invisible word, for meaning, amongst a sea of
negative space, in which floats the teasingly obvious
scarlet ‘I’. Touch gives these imprinted letters another
dimension; they become their own beings with both front
and back, extending beyond the two-dimensional page.
Interacting with a work that encourages such tactility,
this running of fingers over text naturally moves onto a
running of fingers over nearby binding. Each individual
line of string is transformed into a tactile presence. It is
given a presence on the page through touch.

fingers along lumps and bumps is tracing the pressure of
the plate, the artist’s movements. My hand becomes tied
to his in both having worked the same page.
There is one spread in particular which encapsulates this
tactile interpretation. Around the middle of the book,
I am faced with a raised plate-mark on left paired with
imprinted ‘Soy’ and vibrant ‘I am’ on the right (Fig. 6).
I can combine the two pages to create a larger, whole
image. Here the artist is making links between touch and
being. Herel is offering more to feel than to see. With
the accompanying words simply stating ‘I am’, it can be
argued Herel sees himself as inextricably tied to his sense
of touch, which is logical considering the movements of
printmaking. Here the artist is offering a chance to realise
the possibilities of touch in meaning making. Reiterated
by the lack of distinct features in the ambiguous face of
the printed man, Herel presents taction as another way
to understand. A blind man touches because he has to.
Mirroring Borges’ optimism, Herel’s work celebrates
touching because you can.
The body is a fundamental interpretive tool which
one uses to navigate the world on a daily basis. It is
‘metaphoric to the larger body of the universe’ (Pearce,
1992: 57), a large contributor to our understanding.
Hovering one’s hand over the kettle to see if it is still hot,
feeling the dust on a dirty object. Touch is not only a
safety mechanism, but also one that brings great pleasure.
There is an inexplicable joy to holding a soft, furry peach
that is just as important as the act of eating it - it is
enjoyable not only through its sweetness but also the way
in which it fits into a cupped hand. The same can be said
for holding Herel’s work. By using touch as interpretive
tool, the viewer gains another method with which to
analyse the aberrant artist’s book. Language can only go
so far in its descriptions, and a wall label can only do so
much in giving context.10 The word ‘experience’ itself
represents a much larger web of interaction not
just limited to vision: it represents not only a mixing
of artist and viewer and viewer and collection, but also
viewer and object.11 Such dynamics are very much
influential in the interpretation of Herel’s work, as the
artist himself celebrates his books for their physical
presence and tactility.12

The repeated printed image, of an abstracted man’s
portrait, is monochromatic (Fig.3). There is a sense of
depth achieved through texture, the abundance of small
scratches and bumps that make up his face and neck
present a rocky-looking landscape, prime for running my
fingers over. Continuing with this geological metaphor,
this portrait might be considered a map of the man’s face.
As the print is repeated it becomes more ambiguous,
the artist playing with tone and form (Fig. 4-5). These
prints pose the question as to what someone with limited
vision can ascertain about a person. And even more so,
what someone can ascertain about themselves if this is
all they can see of their own face. The plate-mark acts as
unforgiving mirror. On the back of these printed pages
the plate-mark is visible, creating a rectangular form of
its own. This time the paper is raised, in contrast to the
previous indentations of letters. Noticing the difference
between the two marks the beginnings of the ability to
compartmentalise touch, to notice the difference between
touched things and to notice the nuances only touching
can make us aware of. Again, the artist’s presence is at
hand, literally, as I feel for myself. The viewer is reminded
of the physical, tactile processes of printmaking. Tracing

Touch is an act of intimacy.13 Herel’s work is sensual in
the meeting of hand to object - to smooth paper and
to marked page and to lumpy binding. To hold one
of Herel’s works in hand is to embrace coprophiliac
pleasure, not in the primary Freudian sense but
through its extended associations with melancholy
and obsession.14 It references the obsessive touch, the
fetishised object. To be able to touch a work is to feel
close to it, to develop a particular relationship with it
defined somewhat by physical intimacy. Another element
12

Figure 4: Petr Herel, Jorge Luis Borges
(writer), I, I am a Blind Man: Three
Poems, 1999, 17/20, Finlay Press,
Yabber Yabber Publications, Goulburn,
New South Wales, Australia. Collection:
National Library of Australia.
nla.cat-vn4390018

Figure 5: Petr Herel, Jorge Luis Borges
(writer), I, I am a Blind Man: Three
Poems, 1999, 17/20, Finlay Press,
Yabber Yabber Publications, Goulburn,
New South Wales, Australia. Collection:
National Library of Australia.
nla.cat-vn4390018
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Richard Schechner writes of the value of ‘non-doing’:

of physical intimacy is created between artist and viewer:
‘it is the hand that has produced these volumes and the
hand that has consumed them’ (Stewart, 1984: 40).
As it was the hand that made these works, it should be
the hand that receives them.15

Perhaps someday we will learn that the full scope of
performing, like living, involves not only the push of
doing but the release of undoing, the meditation of nondoing (Schechner, 2003: 234).

Holding Herel’s work is not only being close to the book
object but also to the artist himself. The artist places great
emphasis upon tactility, and one can imagine the physical
effort required to create his books, in which there is
strong evidence of the hand. In turning the pages of one
of his works, the viewer is mirroring Herel’s gestures
with their own. If one were to create a time lapse of the
entire life of a Herel work, they would be able to see
the artist’s hand movements dancing about with those
who have turned its pages since. It is a sensual, intimate,
and physical performance. Without touch this path of
interpretation is impossible, this particular experience
lost. Touch should be reinstated in the discussion of
Herel’s work to allow for as much interpretive scope
as possible, and a vocabulary with which to share
these encounters in an academically valid tone needs
to be developed.

By performing an interpretation comprising quiet
gestures, one engages in non-doing. This is not to say that
such interaction is devoid of meaning, but instead that it
generates a silent space for focussed, experiential analysis.
Taking time is important to Herel’s practice, and as such
it should have similar significance in the interpretation
of his work. There is rich analysis to be found in a selfconscious performance, in an intentionally slow-paced
and tactile interaction.
The examination of the performative qualities of Herel’s
work reveals a line of communication between viewer
and artist. The viewer is not what Schechner refers to as
a ‘stagnant lump’ whose complacency requires coaching
into a singular, objective understanding.20 Instead, they
have a great role to play in the activation of a work:
‘artists and audiences co-create together in exactly the
same time/space’ (Schechner, 2003: 230). As the viewer
moves through one of Herel’s books, they are bringing
to life pages that would otherwise be contained and
dormant within a closed object. They are choosing which
parts of the book are given time and space, and as such
the viewer is acting upon the work. Riggins identifies
two different ‘modes’ applicable to an object - ‘active’
and ‘passive’.21 ‘Active mode’ refers to objects that are
being touched, caressed, or moved. ‘Passive mode’ refers
to objects that are being contemplated irrespective of
original intentions.22 Analysing Herel’s work requires
the viewer become active in their interpretation of the
artist’s book.

Performance
To encounter one of Herel’s works, or an artist’s book
more broadly, is a performative action. The artist’s book
encourages the viewer to consider their interaction with
the art object as an extended performance in itself. The
viewer and object are tied together in an interpretive kind
of dance, a theatrical act: ‘performativity - or, commonly,
‘performance’ - is everywhere in life, from ordinary
gestures to macrodramas’ (Schechner, 2003: 326). Indeed
performance is present in the everyday, enacted through
gestures, movements, and interactions one might neglect
to give significance to.16 While previous literature uses
examples including ‘ceremonies’, ‘professional roles’,
‘family scenes’, and ‘sports’ as everyday performances,
this approach can also be extended and applied to the
encounter of the artist’s book.17 Herel’s work is made
active through touch - the artist’s book is an object
that requires viewers to physically navigate its interior
themselves. By needing someone to activate it, the artist’s
book inherently involves performance and a personal
interaction between work, viewer, and artist.18

Herel’s performative books inspire the questioning as to
when and how interpretation begins and ends. Schechner
asks his own set of larger, philosophical questions
brought on by the contemplation of performance:
When is a performance a performance? How long does
a strip of behaviour have to be before it can be said to be
performable in the ritual or aesthetic sense? When strips
of behaviour are taken from one context and played in
another does it make any difference if, in the replaying,
the strip means something entirely different from what it
meant ‘originally’? (Schechner, 2003: 324)

In touching the pages of a Herel work, the viewer is
acting in a larger performance of reading and seeing.
This challenges previously held beliefs in Western theory
that theatricality is experienced only through the eyes.19
In the case of the artist’s book, eyes share this role with
fingers. As one moves throughout Herel’s work with
their hands, they perform the physical acts of reading fingers touching pages, head tilting to one side, shoulders
leaning forward over table. These are quiet gestures.

As Herel’s work counteracts contemporary instant
gratification, identifying the performative nature of the
artist’s book demands a questioning of the very act of
interpretation itself. The viewer is required to be selfaware of their role in a work’s activation, and what it is
14

Figure 6: Petr Herel, Jorge Luis Borges (writer), I, I am a Blind Man: Three Poems, 1999, 17/20, Finlay Press,
Yabber Yabber Publications, Goulburn, New South Wales, Australia. Collection: National Library of Australia. nla.cat-vn4390018
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Considerations of touch and performance as analysed
in relation to Petr Herel’s work present an innovative
interpretive pathway with an academic, subjective
tone that is both conceptual and corporeal. The act of
viewing, of holding a book in one’s hand, is undoubtedly
a physical and intimate one. By subverting the typical
contents of the codex, the artist’s book requires art
historians to engage with a new paradigm of the book as
temporal, experiential, and embodied art object.

to interpret an active work. Herel’s work demonstrates
that the larger process of interpretation is an act of
performance itself.
Ideas of performance can be applied to the argument
that Herel’s work creates a larger interpretive space.
As previously discussed, the artist hopes to create an
intimate atmosphere between book and viewer.
For some, the idea of performance might suggest loud,
defined, and deliberate action. Yet Herel plays with this
noisy image by instead facilitating a performance marked
by silence - introspection, intimacy, and delicate actions.
Susan Sontag (1933-2004) espoused the value of silence
as performance in her essay The Aesthetics of Silence
(1969).23 Though silence may be used to create a distance
between artist and viewer, in Herel’s case it is arguably
the opposite in bringing artist and viewer closer together.
Silence makes for the feeling of a one-on-one interaction,
with the artist’s book acting to facilitate this interaction.
Sontag emphasises the interpretive possibilities of silence:

Ella Morrison is an emerging art historian from
Canberra, Australia. She received her PhD in Art History
from the Australian National University in 2018.
Her dissertation is titled Petr Herel: the Artist’s Book as
Aberrant Object. Her research interests include the book
as art object, the experiential analysis of objects that sit
uncomfortably within the canon, and the intersection of
creative writing and art history. She has previously held
curatorial positions at the National Gallery of Australia
and tutored in Art History at the Australian National
University. She currently works at the National Library
of Australia. morrison.eme@gmail.com

The notions of silence, emptiness, reduction, sketch out
new prescriptions for looking, hearing, etc. - specifically,
either for having a more immediate, sensuous
experience of art or for confronting the art work in a
more conscious, conceptual way (Sontag, 1969: 5).

Notes

This elucidation reiterates the significance of silence,
of the quiet and intimate interaction, which is a large
component of the performance with Herel’s work.
The artist is not only creating a work of art but a
corresponding atmosphere in which to interact with it.
The interpretation of his work is a performance that
extends beyond the page and into the room.

1. The Meaning of Things: Domestic Symbols and
the Self, Csikszentmihalyi, M., Rochberg-Halton, E.
(1981) Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, ISBN
0521239192, pp 237.
2. As Derek Matravers writes: ‘a representation is
removed from reality’. Art and Emotion, Matravers, D.
(1998) Clarendon Press, Oxford, ISBN 0198236387, pp. 1.

The discussion of new ways in which to interpret
Herel’s work begs the question as to how we describe
the experience of art. More specifically, how we might
describe the experience of encountering artists’ books,
in a manner that is both appropriately emotive and
academically rigorous. The proposed answer to this
is a newly modified formal analysis that pays respect
to traditional explorations of formal qualities and
iconography, but also incorporates interpretations drawn
from touch, slow looking and performance. It celebrates
the presence of the artist and the conceptual connections
created between artist, artwork and viewer through
subjective and sensory interaction.

3. Validity in Interpretation, Hirsch, E. D. (1967) Yale
University Press, New Haven, ISBN 0300016921, pp. 164.
4. Elkins writes on the perceived need for distance in
art historical writing: ‘art historical writing is strange,
and interesting partly because of that strangeness: it is
infused with curious qualities, with stifled confessional
eloquence, a sometimes fevered desire to capture art
objects in words, and an unrequited love for science and
its dryness’. Our Beautiful, Dry, and Distant Texts: Art
History as Writing, Elkins, J. (1997) Pennsylvania State
University Press, Pennsylvania, ISBN 0271016302, pp. xi.
5. Seminal historical figures in the writing of art history
such as Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574) and Johann Joachim
Winckelmann (1717-1768) established a formal tone
that reads objectively. See: The Lives of Artists, Vasari, G.,
Bondanella, J.C. (trans.), Bondanella, P. (trans.) (2008)
Oxford University Press, Oxford, ISBN 0199537194.
History of the Art of Antiquity, Winckelmann, J.,
Malgrave, H. F (trans.) (2006) Getty Trust Publications,
Santa Monica, ISBN 9780892366682.

This article has proposed a contemporary and
experimental approach to analysis of the artist’s book
combining touch and first-person analysis, with larger
implications for other tactile and temporal objects that sit
otherwise uncomfortably within the canon. A scholarly
articulation of the experience of the encounter provides
an essential means to understand the artist’s book.
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6. The author is one Herel has drawn upon for several
works, including Borges Sequel (1982), and I, I am a
Blind Man (1999).

14. ‘Coprophilia’ in International Dictionary of
Psychoanalysis, de Mijolla, A. (2005) Macmillan
Reference USA, Detroit, ISBN 0028659945.

7. It should be noted that Dr. Tim Mosely has recently
advocated for the inclusion of haptic analysis when
interpreting the artist’s book in his PhD thesis and
subsequent publications. The Haptic Touch of Books
by Artists, Mosely, T. (2014) Griffith University,
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(trans.) (2014) I.B. Tauris, New York, ISBN 1780761473,
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17. Schechner discusses these various activities
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18. Haynes again writes of Herel’s work: ‘ultimately
Herel’s art incorporates an aesthetic of affirmation in
which the simultaneous transparencies of the artist’s
experience are united with the experiences of his
viewers, to produce both an aesthetic and social (human)
relationship between artist, object and viewer’. The
Cancellation Series, Herel, P. (2006) Canberra Museum
and Gallery, Canberra, ISBN 0975751530, pp. 15.

9. Švankmajer’s wife, the celebrated Czech Surrealist
Eva Švankmajerová (1940-2005) writes of constricting
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An Introduction to Tactile Art, Švankmajer, J., Vasseleu,
C. (ed.), Dalby, S. (trans.) (2014) I.B. Tauris, New York,
ISBN 1780761473, pp. xxiii.

19. Ibid., 33.
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Umberto Eco describes an object that encourages
subjective, participatory interpretation as ‘open’: ‘a work
of art, therefore, is a complete and closed form in its
uniqueness as a balanced organic whole, while at the
same time constituting an open product on account of
its susceptibility to countless different interpretations
which do not impinge on its unadulterable specificity’.
Participation, Bishop, C. (ed.) (2006) MIT Press and
Whitechapel, London, ISBN 9780262524643, pp. 22.

10. A point argued by Arnheim is that one should not
expect the impossible of words: ‘Language cannot do the
job directly because it is no direct avenue for sensory
contact with reality…’ Museums, Objects and Collections:
A Cultural Study, Pearce, S. M. (1992) Leicester
University Press, Leicester, ISBN 0718513320, pp 2.
11. Randolph refers to this combination of experiential
elements as ‘the dynamics of beholding’. Touching
Objects: Intimate Experiences of Italian Fifteenth-Century
Art, Randolph, A. W. B. (2014) Yale University Press,
New Haven, ISBN 9780300204780, pp. 6. Peter Haynes
writes of Herel’s work: ‘making art, and the subsequent
revelation of that art, establishes a continuing series of
relationships in which maker; object and viewer are
enmeshed in active engagement. Each engagement
is complex, fascinating, elusive and unique’. The
Cancellation Series, Herel, P. (2006) Canberra Museum
and Gallery, Canberra, ISBN 0975751530, pp. 10.

21. The Socialness of Things: Essays on the Socio-Semiotics
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22. Ibid.
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Altered Images: An interview with David Ferry

a photographic firm specialising in ‘romantic’ holiday
snaps. As a trainee supermarket manager, I was sacked
for making a display of pet food in the design of the
Union Jack. As a last resort, my stepmother took me
to an open day at the local technical college. I tried an
engineering test and failed, a cooking class and failed,
and an art class, and was accepted on a preliminary art
course - one that was taken prior to joining the full art
foundation course. Whilst at college I made my first
relief and intaglio prints, as well as photo etching.

Stephen Clarke
David Ferry is the President of the Royal Society
of Painter-Printmakers and Emeritus Professor of
Printmaking and Book Arts at Cardiff School of Art
and Design, Wales. This interview brings together the
ingredients that flavour Ferry’s altered books: from his
colourful beginnings in Blackpool and the people he met
at art colleges in London, to the subversive influences
of punk and Ferry’s discovery of the library books
defiled by Joe Orton and Kenneth Halliwell.

To London …
SC: In the mid-1970s you moved from Blackpool to
London to study.

From Blackpool …
Stephen Clarke (SC): Blackpool, the town where you were
born, seems to act as a significant starting point for your
work as an artist.

DF: I was fascinated by figurative painting and drawing
from life, and sought Camberwell School of Art and
Crafts as the only art school I wanted to go to for my
degree. I went to Camberwell in 1976. I studied painting
and I chose printmaking as a subsidiary ‘craft’ subject.
I had enjoyed printmaking at Blackpool, so it seemed
reasonable to carry it on at degree level even though it
was seen by many people as a lesser art form.

David Ferry (DF): Growing up in Blackpool was special
and exciting. It is a holiday resort that has a seven-mile
beach, a massive amusement park, three piers, a football
club, a cycling club - in Cleveleys, which I joined at
fourteen - as well as endless terraced streets and a posh
bit near Stanley Park. My family home was a modest
house, like those depicted in [the TV series] ‘Coronation
Street’, and my father was a postman. He was also a
very successful amateur snooker champion who, in the
1950s and 1960s, played snooker regularly with the staff
and players of Blackpool Football Club. I used to go to
every Blackpool FC home game as he had a seat in the
executive part of the ground at Bloomfield Road.

My mentor was the painter Mario Dubsky [1939-1985], a
very charismatic artist whom I became a studio assistant
for, and later he became a friend.2 He taught me to look
at creative ideas in the round - as though everything was
capable of being used in art - but with a highly honed
narrative. Mario’s parents were refugees from Austria
in the 1930s, and his ideas about conflict and liberation
were very much part of his dialogue and teaching.
The other significant artist I met at Camberwell was the
printmaker Agathe Sorel [b.1935]. Agathe had studied
with Stanley William Hayter at the famous Atelier 17 in
Paris during the 1950s before permanently moving to
London from her home in Hungary.

My grandparents on my father’s side ran a bed and
breakfast where I met all sorts of colourful characters,
mainly from the theatre and the end-of-the-pier shows.
I particularly remember a lady that had performing
poodles, and a psychic entertainer who tried to teach me
to read tea leaves at the bottom of a cup; my mother, who
died when I was eight years old, took me to Blackpool
Tower Circus every Christmas time, and the famous
illuminations which heralded the end of the tourist
season. My grandparents on my mother’s side were
strict temperance movement ‘Band of Hope’ believers.1
It seems that my early life had sharp contrasts like the
town itself.

After my degree at Camberwell, I was accepted at the
Slade School of Fine Art, University College London.
It was what I imagined Oxbridge to be like. I felt a little
overwhelmed to start with. I was in a tiny peer group
of postgraduate printmakers under the leadership of
Prof. Bartolomeu Dos Santos, a Portuguese etcher, and
the British lithographer Stanley Jones. Jones was also
the Director of the Curwen Studio, the most important
lithographic fine art printers in the UK. Many years later,
I ended up being the first ever Artist Director of the
Curwen Print Study Centre near Cambridge.

SC: You attended the local technical college [Blackpool
College of Technology and Art]. What was your first
experience of art education?

SC: What impact did the punk rock scene have on you?

DF: At sixteen I was suspended from school with a
couple of low grade CSEs. I was set to work in a number
of jobs: in the bingo trade I collected the score sheets;
at Woolworths I sold handbags; and I was a runner for

DF: The punk scene hit London by storm around 1975.
When I arrived in 1976 it was at full pelt. I saw most
of the headliner bands and some almost obscure, now
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David Ferry, Bake Off to the future (museum intervention in
the Victorian Kitchen), 2019.

David Ferry, Cardingmill Valley, Shropshire, 2019

David Ferry, Compton Wynyates, Warwickshire, 2019

David Ferry, Little Moreton Hall, Congleton, Cheshire, 2019
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sheer raw power of nuclear fission and the housing for it.
When the MD of Nuclear Electric saw the body of work I
had produced, he berated my dealer and I was effectively
marched off the site! A moment akin to my supermarket
experience!

largely forgotten, punk related bands such as Johnny
Moped, Little Bob Story, and The Lurkers. In my first
year at Camberwell I shared the same digs in Battersea
as Kenny Morris who had already embraced the punk
world and soon became the drummer for Siouxsie and
the Banshees. I remember meeting the Sex Pistols in the
lift of that block of flats where we lived, and felt awkward
with my long hair and flares! Whilst at Camberwell I
went to the world premiere of Derek Jarman’s film Jubilee
[1978] with Jarman and my tutor Mario Dubsky. This was
an extremely important time in UK culture, and shaped a
whole generation.

I was very aware of the photomontage work of
Peter Kennard. In fact, Mario Dubsky sent me a
congratulations message on a postcard of one of
Kennard’s images as I was about to leave the Slade. I have
tried not to be tied to a particular ‘school of thought’ in
the making of visual art, but instead used ‘process’ to
try to capture what I wanted to express. Photomontage
appealed to me as it seemed a ready vehicle for social
comment and personal exploration.

SC: Did you collect any of the punk rock zines at the time?
DF: No, but I did steal posters from pubs and venue
walls which were very crude two-colour lithographs or
silkscreens. I never bothered to save all the venue tickets
and free hand out zines at the time; now these crude
photocopies with extremely rough photomontage and
typography are highly collected! Ironically, at the time
these zines were ‘against the grain’ of my more formal
and rather academic fine arts training.

SC: When did you first start working on your artists’
books?
DF: I started making the books by complete default.
I was in Düsseldorf in 1989 on a three-month
secondment from the Kent Institute of Art & Design formally Canterbury College of Art - where I was tutor
in printmaking, to teach students at the Fachhochschule
[University of Applied Sciences]; and to have a solo show
of my work made while artist-in-residence at Sizewell B.
I became quite lonely in my bedsit so I bought the only
book in English that I could find from a flea market.
It was called the Country Life Picture Book of the West
Country. This became an ‘altered’ book as I made a
montage intrusion on every page. Apart from this book
being in English, its contents were places I was familiar
with in the UK. My cultural isolation was comforted by
embarking on imaginative forays into the ‘familiar’ black
and white images of the book that mostly had no people
in them. I put people and narratives back in the frame of
the nostalgic landscape.

Altering the image …
SC: When did you start to work with photomontage?
DF: I started photomontage at Camberwell, mainly
through photo etching but thought the etching process
was getting in the way of the clarity I wanted. I did
some at the Slade also, but I really started once I had left
art school altogether and had no workshop except the
'kitchen table' to make art on. At this point I made simple
cut-and-paste images; so, the imposition of not having
anywhere to work, in that professional sense, made me
use whatever came to hand.

Once I got the West Country book I looked for other
titles in the same series. The actual printing process
of the ‘donor’ book was crucial to the aesthetic of the
‘found’ or ‘host’ book. I find these books in local charity
shops. Every trip brings a new creative adventure: it’s the
expectation of finding a book with such photographic
images that are either so dull or bland that it seems to
need a good kicking! It’s the comparison of the odd and
the ordinary that I like. If it makes a comment about
snobbery, the privileged, or the ignorant or arrogant,
then so much the better. Nowadays, I start with an
idea, anything from model railways to bowls, to create
a conflicting juxtaposition with an innocent unwitting
host. I imagine people looking at these montages with a
mixture of incredulity and a smirking grin.

SC: Did you engage with the politics of the period? And
were you aware of the work of other photomontage artists?
DF: I did not really make an overt political stance; I was
more interested in a statement about the machinery of
justice and injustice. I had no desire to march in the
street but felt engaged through making human responses
to the modern world in montage and prints. My first
project after art school was titled The Star Chamber.3
This was a series of large-scale paintings, drawings, and
prints about power at the Tudor Court. I used history
mixed with images of modern interiors and judges in this
cycle.4
After The Star Chamber I became the artist-in-residence
at the Sizewell nuclear power plants in Suffolk; the
residency was in relation to the construction of the new
Sizewell B power station.5 I became fascinated by the

SC: What is an ‘altered’ book? How does this fit within the
canon of artists’ books?
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David Ferry, display cabinet (detail), in the foyer of the Grosvenor Museum, Chester, UK, 2019

David Ferry, Your Home is at risk if you don’t keep up regular payments (museum intervention in the
Georgian Drawing Room), 2019
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DF: A few years after making the first altered book, I
discovered the books of Joe Orton and Kenneth Halliwell
- they were doing this in the early 1960s. In my view,
these works changed the face of Book Arts. These ‘altered’
books were made as subversive social commentary, not
as Fine Art; they became Fine Art through curatorial
vision. You don't go to art school to learn how to make
altered books per se, but you do go to art school to learn
that art can be a highly personalised subversive act.
The altered books that I make are within a vernacular
of social and parochial language that is used in British
farce, that has its lineage from Hogarth through to Gilray
and Rowlandson, and is apparent in the work of Ralph
Steadman and Mike Leigh et al. The stage and screen
humour of Brian Rix and the ‘Carry On’ films share
this same language. I also believe that if as artists we take
our work too seriously, we are in danger of drifting
away from the ability to ridicule ourselves.

This interview coincided with the exhibition David Ferry:
The Invader’s Guide to the Museum (and other places) at
the Grosvenor Museum, Chester, 2 March–2 June 2019
(Guest curated by Stephen Clarke, Lecturer in Critical
and Contextual Studies at the University of Chester).
Alongside a display of prints and artists’ books, David
Ferry reinterpreted the museum’s collections through
interventions across the museum and Period House.

SC: What is your working process, from the buying of the
book to producing prints?

2. Mario Dubsky studied at the Slade School and was
influenced by the later work of David Bomberg. David
Ferry and Donald Smith co-curated the exhibition Mario
Dubsky: Xeno Factor at CHELSEA space, Chelsea College
of Arts, London, 27 September – 27 October 2017.

An accompanying catalogue, titled The Invader’s Guide to
the Museum, funded by the University of Chester, will be
published in August 2019.

Notes
1. Band of Hope was a temperance union founded by the
Rev. Jabez Tunnicliff in Leeds, 1847.

DF: The working methodology begins with an open page
of bland landscape, aching for intervention as it were!
I use traditional approaches to montage and collage:
scissors, scalpel, and glue. I only use digital processes
when it is crucial to refining images that will work as
stand alone editioned prints, often with typography that
works with the image. I scan the original montage then
add colours, and later, once printed, I add other material
such as glitter and varnish. I am not interested in ‘fine
binding’ or putting traditional printmaking in relation
to fine typography and design, as in the genre called
‘livre d’artiste’; I do not have the inclination, patience, or
craft skill. I am impatient to thrash out ideas in a simple
montage process.

3. The Star Chamber Series: David Ferry Paintings and
Graphics 1986-87 was exhibited at The Herbert Read
Gallery, Canterbury, 16-27 November 1987.
4. The Court of Star Chamber (1485–1642) was a court
of law created by Henry VII that sat in the Star Chamber
in the Palace of Westminster. The ceiling of the chamber
was decorated with gilded stars. The corruption of the
court under Charles I led to its abolition.
5. Construction on Sizewell B began in 1988 after a
lengthy public enquiry. The plant was completed, and
commissioned, in 1995. It is the newest nuclear plant in
the UK, and the only pressurized water reactor. Sizewell
A is currently being decommissioned.

SC: Who collects your altered books?
DF: Clive Jennings, a London-based fine art dealer and
a specialist in artists’ prints, bought my artist’s book
called A Picture History of England… mainly in black
and white. He commissioned a short run facsimile
edition; the Museum of Modern Art bought one through
the specialist artists’ books dealer in New York called
Booklyn - from Brooklyn! I have subsequently been
associated with Booklyn for years. They are one of the
most significant artist’s book galleries in the world.
I am fortunate to have my altered books in international
museums with significant Book Arts Collections. One
of the most important private collectors of the genre is
Jack Ginsberg. His vast collection in Johannesburg in
South Africa is probably one of the leading collections
anywhere; they have three of my books.
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Documenting Craft: A Discussion of Recordness in
Book Art

contexts of their construction.2 This has implications for
their reading and curation.

Robert Riter
School of Library and Information Studies, The
University of Alabama, USA

II. Book Art, Materiality, and Recordness
Works of book art are often defined in terms of their
unique material and structural characteristics. Their
uniqueness is a consequence of process, resulting from
printing, papermaking, binding, and of the materials
adopted in their formation.3 While the visible form of
a work is the result of intentional design, material, and
process choices concerned with producing particular
effects and affects, there is also a secondary object,
a record of process, which can also be evaluated.
Visual, material, and structural narratives are joined
by embedded book art records. These can be read as
evidence of the materials, processes, decisions, and
procedures that informed construction.4

I. Introduction
Works of book art can operate as documentary objects,
serving as record of book art processes. Book art
processes can be deployed as memory practices, resulting
in objects that document craft. Book artists, printers,
bookbinders, and papermakers often take the creation of
objects as their subject. In doing so, they create records
of design, material, process, action. This paper offers a
discussion this expression of book art. Works of this type
demonstrate how the book arts can be framed as a record
making practice, and of how book art works can operate
as records of their constructive contexts.

This context of construction is made up of an array of
structural elements, including paper fibers, inks, plates,
type, presses, moulds, vats, beaters, leathers, fabrics,
threads, tools, and techniques. Infrastructural context
will mark every element of a book art work. Conceived
as records, these contexts can be read in their own
right, operating as evidences of a work’s material and
production history.

This perspective is examined through the discussion of
three works. These include: Dianne L. Reeves’s from fiber
to paper; Katherine McCanless Ruffin’s broadside Portrait
of a Universal One; and Kerri Harding’s The Right Tool
for the Job.1 Ruffin’s broadside is a print of a Vandercook
Universal One press. Harding’s book is a catalogue
of bookbinding tools, presented in the structure of a
handbound book and provides a discussion of their
construction and use. Reeves’ discusses the composition
of handmade papers with natural fibers and their
associated processes, including harvesting, preparation,
and cooking procedures. Paper recipes are contextualised
by the inclusion paper specimens and reference materials.
Three distinct records of book art are presented by
these works. Their artists reveal the contextual histories
associated with hand papermaking, letterpress printing,
and bookbinding can be preserved and communicated.
Ruffin’s work presents a record of the infrastructure of
letterpress printing; Harding’s book presents a record of
the tools that enable the construction handmade book
structures; and Reeves’ book offers a record handmade
papers, their associated natural fibers, and processes of
their formation.

III. Reading Book Art Works as Material Records
Archivally, records can be defined as objects which are
generated as a result of events, actions, and activities,
and that can be used as evidence of their generative
origins.5 The process of creating a broadside, artist book,
or fine press book is made up of multiple bibliographic
events, actions, and activities. The setting of type, the
selection or formation of a particular handmade paper,
and the construction of a book structure are defined by
individual intentions, material choices, and constructive
and creative actions. Processes result in the creation of a
work, but the work can also operate as evidence of these
processes and read as records.6 These records are also
individual and personal, providing evidence of an artist’s
creative and intellectual practice, and of the specific
infrastructures [tools, sites, materials] adopted in
their work.

Within these works process is recorded and can be
read, and in archival terms, documented. Reading
with an attention to their recordness permits an
investigation of the documentary function of book art,
both of these specific works and the broader category
of works that engage practice as their primary subject.
Methodologically, this paper also comments on the
applicability of an archival perspective to the examination
of book art works and practices. Though bibliographic
in their origins, they materially unique, and express
recordness in their capture and communication of the

All works will contain this subtle record. It can be read
by skilled artists, papermakers, printers, bookbinders,
librarians, archivists, and scholars able to decipher
material and technical characteristics.7 An expert of
bookbinding structures will be able to assess material and
process histories of a binding and the imagine; an expert
of handmade paper will be able to read the fiber and
process histories that define the appearance of a leaf.
In addition to the primary narrative, readers of
book art can also engage these implicit process and
material record.
28

IV. Documenting Craft through Book Art
All works contain this record of construction. However,
there are also examples of book art works where process
is taken as the primary subject, and is represented and
communicated to the reader. When process is the subject
greater focus is given to contextual information and the
works operate as records. In works of documentary book
art, concerned with recording process, attention is given
to making more visible the material histories of book art.
Works of this category provide records of the processes,
tools, and materials to the reader.8 This both preserves
evidence of book art processes and communicates this
information to readers.

of practice.11 Artistic examinations of papermaking,
printing, and bookbinding collectively preserved by these
works provide views of the infrastructure of printing,
the fibers and techniques that inform the formation of
handmade paper, and the tools used by bookbinders
in constructing book structures. While functioning as
information and evidence, providing access to book
arts knowledge, they also fulfill a cultural preservation
function by clarifying less visible aspects of the processes
and elements that inform papermaking, printing, and
bookbinding. Readers can acquire an understanding of
process and procedure, while those seeking to document
and preserve histories of the book arts, can keep and read
these book works as records.

Read as evidence and information, works that take
process as they primary subject make explicit the
implicit book art record, which might not normally be
immediately visible or accessible.9 While a reader may
recognise that a work was letterpress printed, this does
not necessarily conjure an image of the specific press
that was used to print the work. A reader may be able
to accurately identify that a paper is handmade, but
this understanding will not necessarily translate into an
ability to identify the specific fibre, or an understanding
the specific procedures that led to the formation of
the sheet. The skill of the bookbinder may be readily
apparent in a book structure, but an understanding of the
tools used in creating the structure might be unknown.
There is a distinction between recognising the unique
material, process, and intentional circumstances of a
work, and concretely understanding this process. The
availability and accessibility of the implicit book record
will be informed by the information provided in a
colophon and a reader’s expertise. However, book artists
that create works that document process, make the subtle
record more intelligible.

VI. Documenting Hand Papermaking
Dianne L. Reeves’s from fiber to paper offers a
comprehensive discussion and explication of the
processes associated with the formation of handmade
papers. This examination includes a discussion of
harvesting, preparation, and cooking techniques.
Discussions of natural fibres and their use is
complemented by the inclusion of paper samples,
which provide further material contextualisation of the
descriptive information. Recipes can be read alongside
the artifacts that they will generate. Reeves’s book
documents and communicates process, while also
providing records of this process through the inclusion
of handmade paper specimens. The work is uniquely
comprehensive, addressing a varied category of natural
fibres, including: Bast Fibers and Recipes, Leaf Fibers
and Recipes, Grass Fibers and Recipes, and Seed Fibers
and Recipes. Reference material is included to increase
the intelligibility of this documentary content. Reeves
includes discussions of the additives used to cook
handmade paper, a bibliography on additional resources
related to hand papermaking, and a listing of suppliers of
hand papermaking equipment.

Works that directly engage process as subject, and seek to
communicate the material and procedural circumstances
of a work, make process and material narratives visible.
Recordness is emphasised.10 Readers of these works can
acquire an understanding of the context of how book
art works are made, and as a matter of collecting and
preservation, curatorial professionals can acquire these
works to document the book arts and the practices of
individual artists.

As a documentary work, the art and craft of handmade
paper is documented, but also contextualised through
the inclusion of additional information related to
techniques, reference materials, and equipment.
While a documentary work, the materials, processes,
and procedures of hand papermaking are specifically
engaged, an embedded subtle record is still present.
from fiber to paper is also a record of Dianne L. Reeves
experimentation and process, and through the inclusion
of paper samples, a record of a specific papermaking
practice.12

V. Preserving Contexts of Hand Papermaking, Printing,
and Bookbinding
These themes are introduced through the examination
of three book art works which take hand papermaking,
letterpress printing, and bookbinding as their subjects.
The selected works emphasise process, structure,
and material information, preserving histories of the
infrastructures, tools, and materials that enable book
art activities. This both generates and captures records

Reeves identifies the work’s documentary function,
writing in the preface, “Why assemble a book such as
this? (Reeves, 1991: 5).” In responding to this question,
Reeves writes:
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reprinted for inclusion in Matrix in an edition of onethousand.13

For years I have studied the available papermaking
books, carefully followed every recipe, only to question
if the resulting paper resembled what should have been
produced. More often than not, I longed for a paper
sample to visually guide me (Reeves, 1991: 5).

The broadside is a representation of the press on which
it was printed, from metal and wood type. Ruffin is
conscious of the documentary capability of the broadside,
conceiving of it as portrait, and writing that the work was
influenced by “portraits of individuals, to which I always
gravitate in art museums (Ruffin, 2008: 61-62).” As with
portraits that record and preserve images of individuals,
the broadside preserves an image of the press, supporting
a documentary function.

from fiber to paper operates as a “visual aid for
papermakers interested in creating paper from natural
fibers,” informed by Reeves “years of gathering materials
and subsequent experimentation (Reeves, 1991: 5).”
Through creating an intellectual [experimentation/
recipes] and material record [paper samples] Reeves
documents hand papermaking.

This documentary capability extends beyond the
immediate printed image. The viewer of the broadside
is also reading the infrastructure that is represented
on the sheet of paper. The image on the Vandercook
Universal One was generated by the printed impression
manufactured by a Vandercook Universal One. As a
personal record, this also records Ruffin’s own press.
Though conceptualised, set, and printed by Ruffin, to
an extent Portrait of a Universal One is a collaborative
self-portrait. Enabled and operated by Ruffin, the press
generated an image of itself. Image [what the press looks
like] and infrastructure [how it operates] are recorded on
the broadside.

While a primary intention of the work is instructive,
“intended to serve as a guide for all person interested in
the process of creating handmade paper from natural
fibers,” the work also serves a documentary function, in
recording, preserving, and communicating, these paper
narratives (Reeves, 1991: 5). Collectively, the gathered
narratives are uniquely comprehensive. Each fibre
entry contains six elements: Fiber Name, Precooking
Preparation, Cooking Procedure, Beating Procedure,
History, and Source. On the facing page of each entry
is a paper sample, formed using the documented
processes and procedures. This is a nearly complete
contextualisation. Descriptively, the fibre is identified.
Contextually, process is recorded. The lifecycle of
generating a sheet, beginning with understanding and
harvesting, continuing with precooking, cooking,
and use are taken into account.

VIII. Documenting Bookbinding
Kerri Harding’s The Right Tool for the Job represents tools
that support the practice of bookbinding, documenting
an aspect of how these book structures are made. This
book “represents a partial list of tools and equipment
that might be found in a bindery (Harding, 2010: [1]).”
Included are forty-one images of bookbinding tools,
ranging from Awls through X-acto Knives. These images
are complemented by a glossary of selected definitions,
which clarifies their purpose and use. Additionally,
a listing of Optional Binding Supplies is included,
providing images uniquely particular to Harding’s
experiences in bookbinding. These include BANDAIDS, FROZEN BURRITOS, and COFFEE-MUG. The
book-copy I examined was “bound as a variation on
the long stitch structure with handmade abaca paper
covers (Harding, 2010: Colophon).” The edition of sixty
consisted of two other binding structures:

Reeves also engages in historical and geographical
contextualisation. In the History fields, information
regarding a fibre’s original use is discovered. As an
example, in the case of Cedar Bark, Reeves informs the
reader that this fiber was originally “Used by Northwest
Coast Indians for mats, clothing, blankets, sails, and
ropes (Reeves, 1991: 20).” In the Source field, the location
where the fibre was identified is noted. The Cedar Bark
fibre was identified in “Local logs in Huntsville, Arkansas
(Reeves, 1991: 20).” Each natural fiber is placed in its
constructive, process, cultural, and geographic context,
providing for comprehensive contextualisation and a
record Reeves personal engagement.
VII. Documenting Printing
Katherine McCanless Ruffin’s Portrait of a Universal One
is a broadside which contains a print of a Vandercook
Universal One press. Specifically, this is a “portrait,” of
Ruffin’s own press, printed at Shinola Press in August
of 2008 (Ruffin, 2008: 61-62). An earlier version of the
broadside was printed for inclusion in The Vandercook
Book, a portfolio issued by the Center for Book Arts
marking the centennial of the founding of press’
manufacturer, Vandercook & Sons. The broadside was

Numbers one through twenty were bound in this
structure; numbers twenty-one through forty are
bound as one-of-a-kind books. Numbers forty-one
through sixty will be bound at a later date
(Harding, 2010: Colophon).
In presenting and contextualising bookbinding
tools, Harding documents the constructive history
of book structures, creating a record of the tools and
instruments that enable the art and craft of bookbinding.
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of the objects generated by the actions described in the
paper recipes. This content is evidence of papermaking
practice generally, and also of Reeves’s individual work.

Harding draws attention to the relationships that
exist between tools and the objects that they help to
create. This relationship is often invisible, beyond the
knowledge that tools were used, and Harding makes this
relationship explicit by representing bookbinding tools
in a handbound book. Secondarily, this also serves to
document bookbinding culture. Harding writes that:

Ruffin’s Portrait of a Universal One documents the
process of letterpress printing by representing a critical,
individual, infrastructure of printing. While readers of
book art works may have engaged with objects printed
on a Vandercook Universal One, unless noted in the
colophon, or perceivable based on the individual’s
expertise, this would be part of the embedded record.
Ruffin’s portrait represents the press by relying on
the press to produce its image. There is a contextual
relationship between the image on the broadside,
and the infrastructure used to create the impressions.
Construction is communicated.

The curious thing about bookbinding tools is that
they are often appropriated from other crafts. I scour
hobby shops, auto repair and hardware stores, medical
and scientific surplus distributors, antique malls and
flea markets for tools that might be useful. Certainly,
specialty stores for book artists are only the starting
point (Harding, 2010: [1]).
In addition to documenting these material
circumstances, Harding also records her process of
learning about binding tools, and their own particular
individual histories. A viewer of the images can image
their use in bookbinding, but also their past lives in
supporting other practices.

Similarly, Harding’s The Right Tool for the Job collects and
presents a catalogue of one of the most fundamental, but
far removed from the reader, elements of bookbinding:
bookbinding tools. Bookbinding as process, and
bookbinding as a series of events, is presented through
image and contextualisation, allowing the reader to
acquire an understanding of the varied tools that a work
is dependent on for its creation. Harding draws attention
to how the artifactual boundaries of a book structure
extend beyond the materiality of the individual structure
itself. Every structure is linked to specific tools, and
as Harding notes, this is often highly individual,
due to the personal and improvisational nature of
bookbinding tools. A reader of The Right Tool for the Job
cannot help but imagine what tools were used in its
own construction.

Harding documents an embedded history. The
reader of The Right Tool for the Job will appreciate the
book structure, but will not necessarily possess an
understanding of the tools that were used in its creation.
Harding is purposeful closing this distance between
the book structure in front of the reader and tools of its
construction, writing that “Tools offer a way to connect
to, and communicate with, the world (Harding, 2010:
[1]).” Harding connects the reader to bookbinding
culture, processes, and instruments through recording
and presenting this inventory of bookbinding tools.

Collectively these works document three fundamental
book art practices: papermaking, printing, and
bookbinding. In doing so, their creators make more
tangible the actions, decisions, and materials that
support book arts practices, and inform the specific
material identities of book art objects. Ruffin documents
acts of impression and inscription. Reeves records
acts of ecological discovery and fiber experimentation
in presenting the actions and consequences of these
activities [recipes and paper specimens]. Harding, in
documenting the tools of binding, records the actions
they enable [for example, rounding, punching, folding].
These works document contexts of construction
by taking as primary subjects, the question of how
knowledge, techniques, tools, and machinery inform
the varied forms of book arts. This is accomplished by
creating works that purposely emphasise this context.

IX. Representing and Communicating Construction
These three works function as documentary records
through their presentation of representations, informed
by the artists’ emphases on recording processes of
creation. Their contents make visible the processes,
objects, and substrates used in their own construction.
The implicit record is clarified, and provides the reader
with access to material histories of book arts, generally,
and also of the specific work.
Aligning with archival definitions of recordness, their
emphasis is on documenting book art actions and
contexts of construction. Each of these works document
elements associated with the actions that define book
arts. Reeves’s from fiber to paper provides a collection
records in form of paper samples, further contextualised
through detailing their historical and cultural
significance, geographical context, and generative
processes. The actions of papermaking are recorded,
contextualised, and visualised. Recipes document how
paper is made and the paper specimens provide a view

As noted, all book art works, intentionally documentary
or not, possess recordness. Inked impressions on
leaves owe their presence to presses, type, and printers.
Papers that serve as the substrate for book art works are
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defined by their own fiber and process histories, and the
technique and skill of the papermaker. Binding structures
are connected to the tools adopted, and deployed, by the
bookbinder. Much of this history will not be immediately,
or comprehensively, known. In a colophon, a note on
paper, type, printing techniques, and binding structure
might be noted, but process behind these objects,
and the decisions and infrastructures that enabled
them might remain undocumented unless included
in an introductory statement. However, these can be
understood and preserved through the examination of
book art works, whose artists engage with recordness,
serving to document and communicate the contexts of
book art processes.

presses, book arts centers, papermills and papermaking
equipment, bookbinding tools, and traditions. Works
that take these histories as their subjects provide readers
and viewers with opportunities to acquire a greater
understanding of how book art objects are made, and
their broader artifactual and infrastructural boundaries.17
We can learn from this class of works because of their
instructive value. Archivally, they can fulfill a specific
role in book arts collections, serving as vivid records
of specific book arts contexts and practices. And
methodologically, can aid us in our consideration of
recordness in works where these histories remain slightly
more hidden.

X. Collecting Book Art Works as Archives
A discussion of recordness in book art works also
has implications for considering their curation in
collections.14 These works can be collected as artistic,
intellectual, visual, and materials objects.15 However, they
can also be collected as archives. Placing emphasis on the
documentary aspects draws attention to their value and
collectability as records and value as evidential forms.

Robert Riter teaches in the School of Library and
Information Studies at The University of Alabama (USA).
He is interested in the publication of original sources,
archival history, the archival aspects of book art, and
descriptive bibliography. rbriter@ua.edu

Notes

A traditional definition of archives is that they are
records selected for long-term retention and preserved
on the basis of assigned evidential and informational
values.16 Book art works, evaluated and considered in
terms of their recordness, can be preserved as archives
if their content is determined to have long-term value
that merits their acquisition and preservation. The works
discussed in this essay can be said to merit acquisition,
and possess value, based on their ability to contribute
to our knowledge and understanding of book arts
practices. While these works also possess unique artistic,
intellectual, creative, and material characteristics, they
also possess historical and evidential characteristics.
Preserving book art, based on their recordness, is
assigning value based on their ability to serve as evidence
of craft, constructive, and artistic processes.

1. Books under examination are: Dianne L. Reeves,
from fiber to paper (Houston, Texas: Dianne L. Reeves,
1991); Katherine McCanless Ruffin, Portrait of a
Universal One (Shinola Press, 2008); Kerri Harding,
The Right Tool for the Job (Tuscaloosa, Alabama: Little
Ledo Press, 2010). An image of Portrait of a Universal
One may be found at: https://www.flickr.com/photos/
jewettgallery/3349862942/ (accessed March 2019).
An image of The Right Tool for the Job may be found
at: http://vampandtramp.com/finepress/l/little-ledorightool-L.jpg (accessed March 2019).
2. Drucker, 2004: 360-361
3. Drucker, 2004: 1-15

This framing provides additional opportunities for how
we conceive of the role of book art works in collections,
how they can be conceptualised as evidence and
information, and how they can be acquired to form
collections that preserve the history of the book arts.

4. Burkhart, 2006: 252-253

XI. Conclusion
This paper sought to draw attention to possibilities
afforded by reading book art works as records through
a discussion of artists and works that purposely
engage these structural histories. A reading of this
type emphasises the unique contextual histories of
present within each work as records. Book art works
are contextually bonded to a significant number of
varied elements, including material forms, individuals,

7. Conway, 2015: 56-58

5. O’Toole & Cox, 2006: 10-15
6. Bastian, 2013: 127-129

8. Drucker, 2004: 335
9. Bowers, 1994: 31-33
10. Drucker, 2004: 355-356
11. Cox, 1989: 193
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DAYPAGES
Daniel Lehan

D A Y P A G E S is my daily typewritten collaged diary.
Whenever I am away from home I take a portable typewriter with me, currently
an Empire-Corona de luxe, so I can continue with the daily entries.
In 2018 I had rented an Airbnb apartment in Paris close to the Metro station
Simplon in Montmartre, and suggested to the owner a possible ﬂat swop,
if she ever wanted to spend some time in London.
And so earlier this year she contacted me to take up this oﬀer, as she was performing at a
festival in London along with four members of her company. Despite living in a small ﬂat
they all gladly agreed to the exchange. I arrived in Paris on the Friday evening at
the same time they arrived in London. And I left Gard Du Nord on the Monday
afternoon shortly after their train arrived there from St Pancras.
The diary pages here are part of a 28 paged diary I kept when in Paris
collaged in an old grey paged photographic album
measuring 22.5 x 33 cm.
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Post Paris Notes
At the Cimetière Parisien de Bagneux I had gone looking for the grave of Madame Fraya, a
clairvoyant, who I had thought had featured in the novel Nadja by André Breton, and I
found her grave. However, I was mistaken. This is not the name of the medium in
Nadja, her name was Madame Sacco. She had told Breton his
‘ mind was greatly occupied with a Hélène. ’
The images of Pep Guardiola and Jürgen Klopp were added later. The Sunday was
the last day of the Premiership season and concluded with Manchester City
winning the title, and their rivals Liverpool coming second.

Daniel Lehan Books ~
www.daniel-lehan-books.co.uk
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Figure 1: Lucy Roscoe, Book trees, 2008.

Figure 2: Work by Lucy Roscoe at the Artists’ BookMarket, The Fruitmarket Gallery, Edinburgh, 2019.
Photograph: Lucy Roscoe.
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The Book Tree Press – an accidental imprint

The name of the imprint alludes to the organic nature
of the book form, as well as the common description of
book pages as leaves. It also honours the first sculptural
book created for the imprint – a book tree (figure 1).
In concentrating on making books sculptural, I enjoyed
using traditional bindings, however being playful and
manipulating them to suit my needs. In the example of
the book tree, a long stitch binding was used, then the
ends joined so the book was completely circular. I have
since learned from experience that you can plan the
whole book before you begin making, resulting in less
need to manipulating bindings in order to solve problems
of your own making!

Lucy Roscoe
When I began working professionally 10 years ago I
was a confused illustration graduate with an interest in
drawing and printmaking, bookbinding and using paper
sculpturally. I was struggling to reconcile how these
elements might work together and how all this creativity
might become a career. With a two-year MFA stretched
out before me it seemed appropriate to use this time
to explore, creating a series of playful, sculptural book
works, exploring storytelling, materials and process.
Setting aside the idea of a client for a while, I was able
to think about a relationship between the maker and
audience, and how these weird and wonderful
artefacts might be published or sent out into the world.
This research project became the imaginary imprint
The Book Tree Press.

Finding a tribe
As I looked for an identity as a maker, I found it helpful
to test my books out in different markets. I quickly
discovered a solid home at specialist artists’ book fairs,
gaining experience by taking part regularly in the Artists’
BookMarket held at The Fruitmarket Gallery, and smaller
fairs such as By Leaves we live held at the Scottish Poetry
Library (figure 2). Taking part in events of this kind
proved useful in testing out books on audiences, noticing
who my audience was and allowing commissioners to
find me. Any fair of this kind encourages a sense of
identity and belonging, welcoming participants into this
Community of Practice.1 I spoke the correct language
and had not needed to explain the work. It just was.
I remain very interested in materials and process. Richard
Sweeney reflects in his introduction to the book Paper:
Tear, fold, rip, crease, cut on the beautiful simplicity of
paper, which can be used in so many different ways:

To my surprise 10 years later the imprint is still here,
and very much a real thing. The playful experiments
have become a practice in their own right, however
they do also inform the commissioned illustration work
I undertake. Significantly they have also influenced
my undergraduate teaching practice, projects offering
opportunities for students to learn such skills as pacing,
structure and the conversation with an audience.
As I pause to reflect on 10 years of practice and some
of the projects undertaken, I also want to consider what
comes next for this accidental imprint.
The manifesto
The original research question I posed explored the
sculptural and three-dimensional possibilities of a book
and considered how these unusual books might be
published when they did not take recognisable forms.
As a maker who is keen to do everything all at once I
am easily distracted and it was helpful to have manifesto
which directed my energies in the early days. It was an
opportunity to explore what differentiated me from
other makers. As a new graduate I took part in business
training and as business mentors explained, this was also
my unique selling point.

Paper presents us with the opportunity to create
seemingly limitless variations of form, structure and
composition… there are few materials capable of
presenting such a diversity of form-making through
manipulation solely by hand… The prevalence of
hand-craft in the creative world today is perhaps
surprising given the dominance of digital technologies.
I believe it is the sheer physicality – the ability to mould,
shape and play with physical stuff – that makes paper
manipulation a far more immediate and intuitive
means to create objects, visuals and works of art.’
(Sloman 2009:5)

The books produced in the early days of the imprint were
made using a range of contemporary and traditional
printmaking processes and produced in small editions.
They continue to be made in this way. In the tradition
of artists’ books the materials, form and even the
binding of the book itself are all integral to the narrative.
In this way the work dances between illustration,
design, art and craft and the process of design and
creation is as important as the final book. This was
an important discovery.

In the books I make I am interested in the tactile
relationship between the reader and the object, the way it
feels, weight, the way that they choose to turn the pages.
It was the role of paper and bookbinding in my work that
established on ongoing relationship with Craft Scotland.
I have shown work in their exhibitions and led a range
of workshops with them. Workshops range from very
quick and introductory bookbinding sessions and CPD
workshops for teachers, to more reflective sessions with
community groups.
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Figure 3: Lucy Roscoe leading workshops
at the Living Memory Association, 2018.
Photograph: Frances Priest.

Figure 5: Frankenstein, Lucy Roscoe 2018.
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if they are never seen. The brief was broad, looking for
ways to engage audiences with the various collections
using my skills as an illustrator. The project resulted in a
set of cartoons illuminating the comic and tragic entries
in the Haddington Criminal Register during the 1890s.
The images are particularly useful for use with school
groups. At the end of the project an artist’s book came
together, linking up observational drawings from around
the county, with narratives found in the local history
library. This project was extremely useful in highlighting
the need for solid subject matter to drive my practice.

In 2018 I ran an interesting set of workshops with the
Living Memory Association based in Leith. We met each
week in the surroundings of the Little Shop of Memory,
a museum and archive of donated items (figure 3). The
surroundings and stories shared provided the source for a
book form made each week. They were short classes and
often there was more chat than making, however both
the participants and I came away with ideas for future
projects and a pride in the books made. In exchange for
practical skills they shared memories and stories and I
came away feeling that I had taken part in a residency of
sorts. In the example shown I used drawings made on
location to inform a version of the shop itself in book
form, taking the idea of packaging as its form (figure 4).

The residency was followed by a number of other
similar projects working with museum and library
collections and continuing relationship developed with
the National Library of Scotland (NLS). In an interesting
commission I was invited to design an interactive piece
to go alongside an exhibition of pop-up books from
the collection. In the work I made a direct reference to
the The International Circus by Lothar Meggendorfer
(1979) a major figure in the history of pop-up books.
A fascination with paper manipulation, the theatre and
sculptural properties of books means that pop-up books
continue to fascinate and influence my work. The more
recent example of this is an artist’s book made for an
exhibition curated by Liverpool Book Art (Frankenstein
2018) marking 200 years since the publication of Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein. I was drawn to the carousel books
in the NLS collection with their parallels to a theatre set.
Using this form I was able to create a series of sets which
held the action of the novel, showing both the variety
of landscapes used within the book and build up drama
(figure 5.)

Figure 4: Lucy Roscoe, The Little Shop of Memory, 2018

Working with collections
In teaching undergraduate Illustration at Edinburgh
College of Art, I advise students to test out a range of
projects in order to understand the kinds of work they
wish to undertake. They should fill their portfolio with
work which models the commissions they wish to be
given. Reflecting back, in contrast my practice as a
designer has been largely shaped by the commissions
I have been presented with. It is true that doing a
particular kind of work leads to more of that kind
of work, however in my first few years of practice,
simply saying yes to every project exposed me to some
surprising directions.

Problem solving – a relationship with the world of
illustration
Despite spending much of my time in the world of artists’
books, my background in design continues to underpin
each project and I work best when there is a problem
to be solved. In some projects a client sees a way for the
most unusual of my books to become the solution to
their problem. Each year the Scottish Book Trust invites
a maker to design and make the trophies for The Bookbug
Picture Book Prize and the Scottish Teenage Book Prize.
My interest in storytelling through the book form made
this a good collaboration. Children and teenagers vote
to determine the winners therefore the brief was to show
them enjoying reading together. The results were entirely
made from paper, with a solid base of ply – made from
layered paper. The paper figures were pliable, reminding
me of paper dress up dolls from my childhood, as I
draped them across armchairs and reading nooks
(figure 6).

In 2013 I was invited by the development officer at the
John Gray Centre in East Lothian to join them as a
project artist for a period of six months. This extended
period with the museum, library and archive was a
fascinating opportunity to explore new subject matter
and collaborate with the archivists and volunteers at the
centre. I have always been interested in museums and
libraries in particular, but this was my first experience of
an archive. Archives are troublesome because precious
materials must be kept safe, yet they have no purpose

In a further example, working playfully with the book
form has informed my illustration practice in creating
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Figure 7: Sample materials for a children’s pop-up book workshop, 2019. Photograph: Lucy Roscoe.

Figure 8: Bookmarks, Edinburgh College of Art, 2018. Photograph: Lucy Roscoe.
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subject matter. Shapes, folds, text patterns and materials
can be used to nudge the viewer in the direction of the
artist’s message, producing a unified coherent statement
from the outset. (Bodman, 2005:8).

material for mail-outs, or self-promotion. When you
send out a sample of your work, it needs to stand out
and also say something about you. I am interested
in materials and the tactile experience of opening a
physical letter, therefore I want this to be an interesting
experience for the receiver. Whether that person is able
to commission you or not, an interesting relationship is
established by investing in this process, making it more
enjoyable for both parties.

Teaching students to think at this level of detail, taking
nothing for granted and make everything earn its place
in the book has proved useful in teaching illustrators.
No image created works in isolation, it always influences
and is influenced by the text and other imagery
surrounding it. For illustrators designing a comic or a
picture book it is essential that they learn to work within
a book form as this is the intended format. Using page
turns to drive a narrative, composing a page and taking
the reader on a journey through the book can all be
used consciously.
As I teach I also reflect on my own work. If I am
asking a student to cram more story content into their
illustration then I must ask the same of myself back in
the studio. This reflection can be helpful, driving for
better work, but also challenging as there is no tutor
there to acknowledge when the work is complete. The
Bookmarks events at Edinburgh College of Art grew out
of the desire to welcome students into the community
of practice I described above. In this project, book artist
Jane Hyslop and I have set up an artist’s book and zine
fair to give students the opportunity to test out their work
in safety before undertaking professional events. As the
event has grown we have encouraged playful approaches
to publishing, such as in the collaborative ‘Bumperzine’,
made on the day of the event with contributions from all
stallholders (figure 8).

Figure 6: Lucy Roscoe, The Bookbug Picture Book Prize trophy,
2019

Teaching
Teaching has been an equal part of my creative practice
throughout the last 10 years, even if I did not always
realise it at the time. I began with lots of workshops,
regularly working with children at book festivals to
design revolting recipe books, forests of book trees and
booky sculptures of lighthouses and rockets.
I still often begin a workshop with children by holding up
some of my unusual books and asking if they have ever
made a book like that. One of my favourite moments in
my career so far was a visit to Wigtown Book Festival,
where, feeling exhausted following a large and busy
workshop in a church hall, a child ran up to me in the
town square. She had gone straight home after the
workshop to use the skills we had taught her to make
another book and came over to show it to me.

Studio work
At times over the last 10 years is has been difficult to
know where to focus my energy and there has not always
been much motivation. Regular exhibitions and fairs are
useful in pushing you to make something new, although
sometimes whole years have gone by without much
personal work. This has been discouraging.
In 2018 I joined in with the 100 Days Project Scotland
(2018) for the first time. The challenge is simple, choose
a creative activity and repeat it every day for 100
days. I wisely chose to do something useful, making
an illustration a day which would get me back into
making work and serve as an opportunity to inject
some new work into my portfolio. I chose the broad
theme of home, allowing me to explore imagery from
my everyday and direct surroundings, literature and
some more challenging editorial work. I made a few
interesting discoveries along the way, firstly that 100 days
is a long time! It is also a lot of work, with no room for
perfectionism. When you make enough iterations of a
subject, some of them are bound to be good. I also found

I love making books because they are accessible.
With basic materials and little equipment you can make
exquisite artefacts. I have made books with all ages
and all abilities and hope to continue (figure 7). When
teaching undergraduate students I quote Sarah Bodman
often in her definition of an artist’s book:
Successful artists’ books utilise the whole design and
production process to reinforce the message of the
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Figure 9: Publications by The Book Tree Press, 2019. Photograph: Lucy Roscoe.

Figure 10: Lucy Roscoe, Tuesday night swimming, 2019
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it interesting that although I had chosen to make single
images, when I came to prepare the work for the resulting
exhibition, the images had collated themselves into
books, emerging as a collection of artists’ books. I made
the discovery that when you make enough books, you
begin to think in the book form without even realising it
(figure 9).
Another recent discovery I have made is the world of
zine making. I have never been cool enough to make
comics, however zines allow a way into this space.
My students are swept up in the world of zines which
Todd and Watson helpfully explain are ‘cheaply made
printed forms of expression on any subject. They are like
mini magazines or homemade comic books’ (Todd &
Watson, 2006). I appreciate this form for its collaborative
potential. Again, perfectionism has no place here. The
work is quick and playful. Or political and passionate.
It is linked to the recent rise in popularity of the
risograph, which I have also tested out. It is quick and
fun, translating a different range of marks than I can
access using screen printing. However, there is a machine
between you and the ink, you cannot paint into the
screen or create a blend. Yet it is a really fast way to print
a lot of work, which is interesting in itself.

Notes
1. ‘Community of practice’ refers to a teaching theory
established by Etienne Wenger in 1998. Communities of
practice share joint enterprise, relationships of mutual
engagement and a shared repertoire of communal
resources (Wenger 1998: 2). In this case the artists’ book
‘community’ held a familiar language and was a place I
could learn from more experienced practitioners.
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Future proofing
Looking to the future I wish to challenge myself with
more complex subject matter, I want to get angry, as I
encourage my students to. Which means I need to work
out where that passion should be rooted. Reflecting
back I can see that more recently my ideas come from
observations of the everyday, such as the realities of
being mum to a small child, juggling work, learning to
garden and learning not to work all the time. The book
Tuesday night swimming is about just that (figure 10).
I have been teaching groups to make these kind of books
for a few years, however always just as blank forms,
waiting for the right content. As I swam backwards and
forwards, observing those around me week after week,
the idea of using this choppy and broken up form seemed
perfect, especially its ability to stretch out its limbs and
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and mis-directions.
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I have learned that as a designer I work best when given
subject matter to make sense of and respond to – as
in the archive and collections work, therefore perhaps
more residencies would be a good move in the future. It
has also been interesting to revisit the manifesto of The
Book Tree Book, reminding me to explore the sculptural
properties of paper and the book form as well as the
narrative content.
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